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Tell Us What You Think – Take The Survey

At the end of last year’s season, we conducted our first ever
formal survey so our members and friends could express
their thoughts on a number if issues that impact our founda-
tion and future. It is time to see how we’ve done and map
our next year.

We have designed a new survey you can find online at:

http://www.surveybuilder.com/s/IiZ47S7KwAA?s
ource_id=3&source_type=web

It will ask you questions about some of the things we
planned this past year and also about some activities we are
considering for next year. It will probably take about 15
minutes to complete it thoughtfully.

Long time supporters will recall the survey they took last
year and the results we shared in Bare Facts afterwards.
Once complete, we will publish many of the results so our
supporters will know what others think about our foundation
and our favorite place.

This survey is extremely important tool the board uses as it
makes plans for next year. We hope everyone will weigh in
with their considered remarks. ... But only once, please.

Become A Winter Warrior

With the coming of winter, the ticks, mosquitos, and other
bugs are gone; the poison ivy is gone; and most of the
foliage is gone. This is the perfect season to make progress
on some of our on-going projects. 

Last year, our team of Winter Warriors made substantial
progress in three areas: We removed most of the trees from
the dam; we extended North Road as far west as it needs to
go and began the turn south; we continued with our peren-
nial project to cut Cedar trees.

Typically, the team gathers on short notice in January thru
March, when weather conditions are favorable. We work for
several hours and share some wonderful stories. It makes for
a close knit group who truly appreciate the beauty so many
take for granted.

As the new year approaches, we anticipate constituting a
new group of Winter Warriors to carry on this work. If you
are interested in join us, please let us know. If you have a
chain saw or other equipment, that is helpful but certainly
not required.

Treat Yourself

For some of our supporters, the best part about Winter are
the saunas. If you have not indulged yourself in a sauna
lately, perhaps its time to once again have this relaxing
experience. 

In an effort to accommodate as many schedules as possible,
we are holding them on different evenings. Be sure to check
the calendar; be sure you don’t miss at least one this season.

Remember The Lake Edun Foundation

Many of us pull out or check books or credit cards as the
year comes to an end to support the causes about which we
feel passionate. There are thousands of worthy organizations
that work hard to make our communities better. Most of
them are tax deductible.

We hope our supporters will remember the Lake Edun
Foundation as they plan their year-end giving. Generous
support from our members and supporters enables us to
continue and expand our educational mission. The pages of
Bare Facts have documented how important this mission is.

Remember, our Foundation is fully qualified by the IRS as
a tax-deductible charity All gifts may qualify for deduction
from your taxes. Better, all gifts will be greatly appreciated.

Do You Have The Talent We Need?

Every month, we publish a list of Items Needed. We never
know who is about to discard an item that would be of great
advantage to us.

This month, in addition to the short list of Items Needed we
want to discuss two skill sets we believe some of our
supporters may have that would make our next season even
better.

Many years ago, one of our members made a number of
rustic wooden trail signs. Visitors appreciate them. They are
destinations at our special place routed in wood and attached
to a 6 foot pole. They are displayed at a number of locations.

After many years exposed to the weather, they are showing
definite signs of deterioration. It’s time to replace the
arrows. At the same time, we would like to add some more.
We seek a woodworker with a router and a stencil, who is
willing to make some new signposts for our special place.

We are also considering offering an early spring seminar on
gardening. Several Eduners have expressed an interest in
planting a garden so they can enjoy fresh produce. But, they
believe they lack the necessary knowledge. We seek some-
one who knows how to establish and tend a garden and
would be willing to explain this to others.

If you are interested in becoming involved in either of these
projects, please contact us.

DON’T FORGET 
Activities designated HN are sponsored by Heartland Naturists

Dec 4; Sun; 4-6; Board of Directors
Dec 4; Sun; 8-10; Sauna
Dec 10; Sat; 8-10; Sauna 
Dec 28; Wed; 8-10; Sauna 
Jan 8; Sun; 4-6; Board of Directors
Jan 8; Sun; 7-9; Sauna
Jan 13; Fri; 8-10; Sauna
Jan 20; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim 
Jan 25; Wed; 7-9; Sauna



From The Mail Bag 

Dear Lake Edun,

I almost didn’t renew [my membership] because I said to
myself that naturism is a young person’s lifestyle. You get
older (not better) with age!, body changing, etc.

I picked up the latest newsletter Bare Facts and after reading
about body image, I said this is hard to give up!

Give me some more!
 – Bart

Dear Lake Edun,

Thanks for the up-dates, Maxine. I admire your commitment
to the grounds and the lifestyle it promotes. I’ll make it down
there for a visit as soon as I can.

 – Curt

Clothed In Righteousness

What do you do with a Christian tradition that has advocated
and supported nudity for centuries as a religious sign?
Perhaps taking another look and inform ourselves about the
Quakers would be the thing to do. 

In the West, we are so used to the secularization of social
discourse, coupled with the marginalizing of religion on the
one hand, and on the other fierce opposition to naturism by
some religious leaders.

Yet, in the midst of this there is a Christian denomination
that endows nudity with a spiritual dimension by using
nudity as a prophetic sign. They do so to call society back to
God in the tradition of biblical prophet Isaiah (Isaiah 20:2). 

The following excerpt gives something for the Quaker
rationale for nudity as protest.

http://sexandthe405.com/clothe-yourself-in-righteousness/

… At the same time, it [nudity] is a profound expression of
our utter helplessness, our utter dependency upon God to
care for us: we are born naked, and we can’t bring our
clothes with us when we die. Jesus was crucified naked
while the soldiers gambled over his clothes, and left his
clothes behind in the tomb when he rose from the grave. So
if Christians are to be like the crucified and risen Jesus, what
have we to do with clothes?...

But you can’t keep such a power constrained forever. In 17th

century England, a new group of Christians — called
Quakers — seized upon the inner light and followed that
light instead of the Christian tradition. The result was a
shocking reinterpretation of what it means to follow God,
and that lead some particular prophets of the 1650s and
1660s into “Going Naked as a Signe”. Through their nudity,
they shocked and challenged the artificial sense of propriety
and the domineering social structures and they seized dignity
in their own form.

Quakerism still holds many members today (including your
humble author), although the history of going naked as a
sign doesn’t get a lot of play even among them. Jon Watts,
a Quaker musician, is out to change that: he’s working on an
album called Clothe Yourself in Righteousness about early
Quakers and nakedness as a witness, based on a paper
composed for the Earlham School of Religion. The album

just reached its crowd-funding goal, and we’re looking
forward to it!

The following website highlights Jon Watts and Maggie
Harrison in a video interview explaining their project and
attempting to revive the Quaker practice of nude protest.

http://www.clotheyourselfinrighteousness.com/about/ 

Jon and Maggie collaborated to bring their ministry of
nakedness into what they termed, an appropriately authentic
public forum. Maggie devoted herself to exploring old texts
in various Quaker libraries. She set for herself the task of
exploring nakedness in her own spiritual life and writing a
devotional pamphlet.

Jon gave himself the task of personal reflection and engag-
ing with his muse to write songs for an album, always
asking, “What canst thou say?” with the underlying radical
authenticity…nakedness. 

In their words, “One beautiful summer evening in 2011, a
group of giddy Friends piled into Jon’s Volkswagen van
and, along with photographer Mike Goren, made the trek out
to a lake outside of Philadelphia to frolic in the water and
wood in the fading light.

Yeh, that’s what we’re talking about.”

While at the website, check out the various buttons for the
blog with the videos and lyrics for the Jon Watts songs.
Also, check the store. I am especially taken with the T-shirt
and sticker products. They bear a not so passing resem-
blance to the Grant Wood classic, American Gothic, but as
nude silhouettes. [Ed.]

About Young Nudists & Naturists America

New York, not to be outdone by Florida has its own naturist
youth movement catering to the 18-30 year old crowd. This
seems appropriate since naturism in America started in New
York with the arrival of Kurt Barthel from Germany in the
1920’s. Between these two groups, the East coast is covered.
Pretty hopeful for our future don’t you think?

Someone else will have to take care of the rest of the
country. [Ed.]

Young Naturists & Nudists America (YNA) is a nudist
organization based out of the NY/ NJ / PA area. We wel-
come everyone regardless of race, color, sexual orientation,
tattoos, piercings. 

The nudist movement used to be about acceptance - so we
say - back to basics! The goal of this group is to promote
and educate about naturism, explore cool places to go, and
last but not least, organize naturist events! 

We have had a Nude Night Out and Nude Year's Eve parties
in Manhattan and planning to do more, so look for those
ongoing updates! We are also young and thinking young
because we especially want to gather in the younger popula-
tion of 18-30 into the naturist movement.

 Naturism is a beautiful way of life, not to be missed by any
young person! Right now we are working from the New
York City area, and the movement shall spread on out!

Go to: http://www.nudistnaturistamerica.org/index.php?
option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=53



Nudity or Violence, Which is Worse?
It’s an interesting question. Look at all the popular video
games kids and adults are buying. Mostly they depict
violence – shooting, hitting, stabbing, etc. Such material is
advertised on TV and can be purchased in stores every-
where. However, nudity is always restricted. Granted,
depiction of nudity, other than fine art, is almost always in
the context of sex.

However, even if nudity is fine art, parents aren’t going to
casually allow the kids to purchase and then spend hours
studying it. (Apparently, that kind of time is “much better
spent” being devoted to violent video games). Likewise,
even nudity within the family is the subject of much soul
searching and anguish over when the kids SHOULD no
longer see mom or dad nude. 

Many years ago while living in the Los Angeles area I
discussed the violence vs. nudity in the movies with a friend
who wrote movie scripts. He claimed violence was ok,
because it was pretend and everyone knows it. However,
nudity and sex is real even if the situation is pretend. Of
course nudity in movies, with notable exceptions, is almost
always depicted as part of a sexual act. 

For him the nudity-equals-sex relationship in movies was
taken for granted as was the assumption that nudity is never
ok. Still, I was troubled by his explanation. 

Certainly there is a qualitative difference in the depiction of
violence in Saving Private Ryan and that shown in the Saw,
Freddie, and Jason series of slasher movies. It seemed to me
then as it still does that regardless of violence being “pre-
tend” in movies, depending on the context, it can teach some
very negative things. 

Regardless of this, it is argued that most people, including
adolescents can view even the most violent and bloody
movies and not be harmed or be influenced to do anything
violent themselves. No doubt this is true. The question then
becomes, if people can be mature, balanced and unharmed
by the most gruesome violent depictions, why is it assumed
that they can’t deal with seeing simple nudity equally well? 

One parenting advisor who had written about nudity in the
home received numerous responses from readers. Some
shared stories about parents who covered their kids’ eyes
during a brief nude scene but let the same kids watch the
hours of violence that preceded the kissing.

This got her thinking about all of the slasher movies and
torture porn (like the Saw series). She asked herself, why
that stuff is acceptable in the mainstream, but nudity isn’t?

Lots of violence is acceptable in children’s cartoons and
movies, but in the meantime, people can get arrested for
indecent exposure in their own homes, and TV dramas for
teens (like BBC America’s series, Skins) show little nudity
but deal openly and explicitly with sex.

She then asks parents to respond to this issue, asking them
which they are you more likely to let their child watch and
why: a movie that shows nudity (male or female, doesn’t
matter) or one that’s explicitly violent?

In response one mom wrote, “I’d rather my son be exposed
to nudity and sexuality than violence because I see more
good in nudity and sexuality (while it can be abused, there
are times and places for it), but it is much harder to talk to
him about it.”

Another wrote: “For me it all depends on context – why is
there violence? What is the movie’s attitude towards the
violence or sex/nudity? The reason I find a lot of nudity in
movies problematic is not because nudity is shameful, but
because there is so often a not-so-subtle objectification of
women involved. What I am trying to teach my kids (one
tween, one teen), is that women are actual people, not
toys/objects. If the nudity or sex is natural to the plot and
characters, and if there is some reason *other* than, ‘Hey
look! Guys! A naked chick! Awesome!’ then I don’t really
have a problem with it for my teen. As for violence, movies
that expect the audience to be titillated by the violence are
out.”

Almost all the respondents were very reasonable, insisting
that context is crucial to their decisions rather than blanket
rejection of either violence or nudity. Very encouraging.
However, this sample probably isn’t representative of
general public opinion.

The first response above hints at a serious problem in
parenting and society in general. People’s comfort level
trying to talk about nudity and sexuality with their children
is frequently very low. The body and certainly sexuality is
culturally loaded with shame that causes parents to prefer
not to deal openly with either subject. Violence on the other
hand has a far lower barrier to viewing or discussion. 

Naturism as an antidote to body shame would greatly
facilitate more open parent/child communication about this
critical part of human experience in a much healthier
context. 

We are then left with something more complex than an
either or choice regarding violence and nudity. Generally,
parents want to protect their children from harm. Advocating
for non sexual family nudity regardless of whether people
become full blown naturists is good for society. Importantly,
it gives people experience with distinguishing between
simple nudity and sexual behavior.

For the blog essay and readers responses go to:
http://www.boston.com/community/moms/blogs/child_car
ing/2009/10/which_is_worse_nudity_or_violence.html
[Ed.].

Items We Need 

Please see our website at lakeedun.com for more details.

! Non-motorized boats ! Concrete pavers

! Lawn or lounge chairs ! Aluminum cans, etc

! Large water storage tank ! Plastic barrels

Warning: Clothing has been shown to cause extreme
psychological dependence. Wear it at your own risk.   

– Ben Thornton 



Sophia LEAP!

David Hayward a former pastor and cartoonist has created
the character Sophia.  Sophia (Greek for wisdom) is a nude
female figure whose exploits of courage and passion are
chronicled in single frame cartoon form.  The link to the
website is given below.

In 2010 David left the professional paid clergy. He is still
passionate about how people can find and follow their own
spiritual path with courage and joy, as well as in how people
can freely gather and form community in healthy ways.

David started a blog called ‘nakedpastor’ in 2006, and
initiated his public analysis of religion, religious community
and spirituality through his writings, art and cartoons.
Thousands of people are challenged and entertained by

nakedpastor every day.

The cartoon to which the title of this article refers is striking. 
Sophia is seen after she has flung her body into space,
clutching in one hand only a rope that is unwinding from
above her.   She has abandoned the security of whatever she
had been standing on to take her chances, clutching only her
life line.

From where is she leaping?  We don’t know.  Where will
she land?  We don’t know.  Will she survive?  We don’t
know.  Yet, it is obvious; Sophia felt she had to make the
leap – of faith?

Sometimes life is like that.  We either make a decision and
LEAP, or we stand pat and wonder what might have been.

Naked Sophia is naked in the best tradition of great art.  She
is innocence, courage, passion, vulnerability, truth all in one. 
We never see her face, only her unadorned back side.  We,
the observers have the same point of view as Sophia, facing
whatever is before her who with grace born of having
overcome her fear now lives in a state of serenity and
strength.  [Ed.]

To see other cartoons of Sophia go to:

http://www.nakedpastor.com/category/sophia-2/

iNAKED

Once more we delve into the wonderful world of naturist
blogs and here’s a good one. Go to: http://www.i-naked.info/

“Based in the UK, iNAKED is a website that promotes the
lifestyles of naturism, topfreedom, being barefoot, non-
sexualized nudity and the people who choose to follow these
lifestyles. Our goal is to provide timely news, insightful
analysis, helpful how-tos, interesting real-life experiences,
related films and videos and honest related product reviews.

“Another KEY objective of iNAKED is to promote the
acceptance of wholesome nude recreation through all media.
We here at iNAKED plan to use the internet (especially used
Web 2.0 technology), printed media, TV and radio to
remove the barriers hiding our different clothes and shoe
free lifestyles from the rest of society.

“…When the artificial barrier of clothing and shoes are done
away with, social class and status disappear. People begin to
relate to each other as they are, and not as they seem to be.

Being nude, topfree or even barefoot is not exclusive to

anyone particular. Your background, age, shape, race, creed
or color are irrelevant when it comes to enjoying the free-
dom from clothing.”

Besides this self description the site connects visitors with
some really useful resources. They are easily reached from
the sitemap. iNAKED offers a great deal of information
about a wide range of topics not dealt with on other websites
For example, going barefoot and topfreedom. Additionally,
there are numerous links to other sites of interest to naturists.

One of the buttons at the top of the home page of particular
interest is labeled, Body Image. Lots of good resources to
select from are provided. Among them is The Body Image
Project. It features real people talking about their problems
with body image and how they overcame them. Good stuff
to pass on to anyone you may know that is struggling with
body image problems. [Ed.]

The Body Issue – ESPN

For the last few years ESPN – The Magazine has had its
body issue featuring nude photos of prominent athletes.
Without a doubt, these are amazing and accomplished
people. Their bodies are at the peak of athletic fitness. Theirs
are truly beautiful human bodies. (To see them all click the
“photo gallery” button next to the picture of Hope Solo).

These are not bodies sculpted by Photoshop, and the tricks
of the makeup artist, but by hard work and years of disci-
pline to become the best in the world at what they do. We
rightly admire their athletic achievements, but we also are
blessed to now more fully admire their nude bodies.

While the athletes are nude, care is taken to not show any of
the forbidden parts. It’s a shame we have to be subjected to
this prudishness, but that’s a fact of American life. Still, the
pictures of Apolo Ohno, Hope Solo, Gretchen Bleiler and
several others are awe inspiring in the perfection of muscle
and grace.

We know all the participants performed nude at the original
Olympic Games. ESPN’s photo’s give us the next best thing.
Additionally, there are video interviews with some of the
athletes. Two of the female athletes express their pleasure in
being able to participate in the shoot and celebrate the
female athlete’s body. 

It is true naturists stress body acceptance and that all bodies
are beautiful. At the same time we appreciate and find
inspiration in the physical beauty of a highly trained athlete.
We should not forget that attaining physical fitness was a
significant part of early naturism. 

Modern naturism has largely let go of this part of our
history. Quite possibly this is a mistake that needs to be
corrected. Respect for the body involves caring for it in such
a way that we maintain optimal health and fitness. It does us
all a lot of good to eat a balanced diet, exercise regularly,
drink in moderation and give up ingesting any substance that
damages the body. This would be a return to our roots. [Ed.] 

Go to: http://espn.go.com/espn/bodyissue#/24/

Protect children from the tyranny of government intrusion

into every aspect of their lives rather than the possibility
they might (shock, horror) see a image of a nude person. 



Breast Cancer Body Painting Project

In observing societal evolution, exceptions to the general
nudity taboo is always worth noting. That is, noticing when
nudity becomes not only acceptable, but applauded. Poten-
tially, each instance becomes a bridge over which naturism
can cross to the general population.

Such an exception involves a body painting project where
breast cancer survivors were professionally photographed
and their pictures then displayed in a Fort Lauderdale art
gallery. All of this was documented and aired by a local PBS
television station.

In the comments section there were only positive responses
by viewers. Here are two of them: 

“Women, whose breasts support life and connect them
deeply with the maternal instinct to nurture and support,
sometimes after fighting cancer, need support. Why would
Facebook or anyone deny them the healing self expression
that allows them to step into the infinite possibility not
merely of surviving, but thriving and taking back the power
of life that was threatened? “

“This video is so inspiring! I have never known anybody
who has had breast cancer personally, but seeing stories like
this makes me cry and thank God that there is still kindness
and beauty in the world, even after tragedy. To all those with
breast cancer or who have survived: You are beautiful, and
you are loved!”

“Freeing” is what one said. Another woman said she felt
honored to participate and help women to feel beautiful and
sexy again. All indicated the experience was empowering.

I applaud and support the women involved in the body
painting project and hope much good comes from it. This
was a major step outside their normal boundaries. That they
looked beautiful in their paint is without a doubt. For a time
the paint enabled them to cover up the harsh reality that lay
underneath, taking on the persona of the artists creation. 

However, we must look more deeply into what allows the
public airing of women’s bare upper torsos, albeit with body
paint, on television with no one raising an eyebrow or
protest. Especially when even with paint, nipples were pretty
obvious.

The fact that the women involved eagerly participated in the
project to raise funds for breast cancer treatment is an
important consideration. Also, the project was pitched as a
way to help survivors change their self perception and
facilitate their recovery. Interviews with the women are
moving. They speak directly to this experience as enhancing
their self esteem. 

But more specifically than this, the importance of the cause
is crucial. The cause changes the context. These weren’t just
any women. They had survived breast cancer. This fact takes
them out of the realm of the erotic and grants them a sort of
sainthood. 

There was an aura of purity in their nakedness. Still, the
façade of paint was a required fig leaf to legitimately show
their bodies in public. Body paint is a wink to the necessity
of clothing and preserves the needed degree of viewer

comfort the textile world requires. Society has agreed that if
actual skin isn’t shown, you aren’t “really” naked. What
tortured reasoning we use to preserve the fiction that skin is
lewd.

However, no one can go through life wearing body paint all
the time. The naked truth has to be faced, if only in your
bathroom. 

A recent issue of ‘N’ featured photographs of a number of
breast cancer survivors and told their stories. All were
photographed as they naturally appear with no cover up of
body paint. As naturists, they all displayed the “truth” of
what had happened to their bodies with dignity and pride of
the survivor. 

A larger truth is that life deals most of us blows that leave
physical and emotional scars. Equally tragic are the scars of
war suffered by thousands of combat veterans. No amount
of body paint can conceal a missing limb or a brain injury.
It cannot somehow give the survivor even a temporary sense
of wholeness.

As with the women in the body painting project, what helps
is acceptance, support and love from others who see them as
persons, not body parts. Naturism has a lot to offer in this
regard. [Ed.] 

Go to: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZuPOoObEdI

The Naked Bunch

Imagine doing a nude backpacking trip in the Alps. Think of
all the history. Here is where the Neanderthals and Cro-
Magnons met thousands of years ago. Later, Hannibal tried
to cross these mountains with elephants to attack Rome.
More recently, who can forget all the winter Olympic games
that have been located there? If nothing else, recall the
wonderful children’s story of Heidi. What could be better
place to be? 

I f  you  go  to  the  Odd isee  webs i te  a t :
http://www.oddisee.tv/2010/10/naked-people/ you will be
treated to a video of a self described motley group of hill
walkers who meet in the Alps for an expedition. They are
brought together by a shared love of nature, good company
and a strong aversion to wearing any clothes.

Our intrepid hikers are interviewed about their rationale for
the nude hike. One member of the group says his nude
hiking is a celebration of being naked in nature. They are
going without a lot of the usual gear that would give a sense
of security and independence from nature. He says that this
is a humbling experience and gives him a sense of scale as
they are at the mercy of the elements. 

Another says hiking nude is a celebration of body freedom.
He adds that given the harmful human impact on nature,
being nude gives a sense of being defenseless in nature. It
gives the feeling of being equal with nature. After all, you
could be harmed as well. 

I think most naturists can relate to their sentiments. Just
walking the back trails around Lake Edun , while not on
such a grand scale as the Alps, also gives me similar feelings
as those expressed by the hikers. Enjoy! [Ed.]



None But The Brave
Probably the most intense news story on the internet is that
of a 20 year old Egyptian woman whose posting of a nude
picture of herself on her blog has caused a furor in the
Middle Eastern world and parts beyond both pro and con.

Her name is Aliaa Magda Elmahdy. She is mounting a
courageous protest against the country’s conservative
culture. She says she’s upholding the spirit of the revolution,
but in so doing has angered both conservative Islamists, and
liberals who believe the scandal will hurt them during the
country’s parliamentary election next week, the first since
President Hosni Mubarak was ousted.

Many Egyptians say they’re deeply offended by what
Elmahdy has done, yet somehow her blog, Rebel’s Diary has
been viewed 1.5 million times since she published the post
earlier this week. 

She explains her protest by writing, “Try nude models who
worked in Fine Art Faculties in the early 1970s, hide all art
books and smash naked archaeological statues,” read the
statement, alluding to some recent protests staged here by
ultra-conservative Islamists known as Salafis. “Then take off
your clothes and look at yourselves in the mirror, then burn
your body that you so despise to get rid of your sexual 

complexes forever, before subjecting me to your bigoted
insults or denying my freedom of expression.”

She also says the photos are “screams against a society of
violence, racism, sexism, sexual harassment and hypocrisy.”

Conservative opposition to Aliaa would like to see more
Saudi Arabia style gender discrimination in Egypt, and have
taken extreme actions recently to promote the idea that
women shouldn’t be in the public eye. However, those that
oppose this extremist view condemn her nude photo as a
“form of body abuse.”

Be sure to read responses posted by those visiting her blog.
Scroll down, many are in English. Go to:

http://arebelsdiary.blogspot.com/?zx=4c3f97d69267dec5

Aliaa has received lots of support from around the world
including from Israel. Forty Israeli women stripped in
solidarity, but posed behind a banner without actually
showing their nudity. Still, it was a nice gesture.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcrFK-m-frU

We wish her well and hope she is still alive by the end of the
year. [Ed.]

Lake Edun Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 1982

Topeka, KS 66601-1982
(785) 478-BARN

Membership Application

Change of Address Form
Please Print

Name: First   MI          Last 

Address: 

City: State    Zip 

Phone:            DOB   E-mail Address 

All information provided is strictly confidential. If you are joining as
a couple, include names for both people. If you are a couple not living
together, make a copy of this form for the other individual. (NB: To
promote gender diversity, a couple is defined as one male and one
female.) Those willing to assist with upkeep a minimum of 

10 hours per year may deduct $50. One subscription to our newsletter
Bare Facts is included with membership. A subscription only to Bare
Facts is available for $20.00. New members will receive a Waiver and
Release which must be completed before membership is finalized.
Visitation restrictions apply to Associate Membership.

Membership Fees: Single Couple Amount

Lake Edun Foundation Membership 275.00 350.00

Associate Member (Over 125 miles away) 175.00 250.00

Recession Discount – if you need help (50.00) (75.00)

Working Membership (Discount) (50.00) (50.00)

NUTs Membership (Must be under 30) 75.00

Separate Mailing Address for members 12.00

No Sex, No Violence ... Only Nudity First Naked Plays – DVD 25.00

Lake Edun Exposed – Video 20.00

Lake Edun Exposed – DVD 45.00

Naturist Society Membership 55.00

Subscription to Bare Facts only 20.00

Tax Deductible Donation - Improve our Educational Program

Tax Deductible Donation - Legal Defense Fund

   Total Enclosed - Check, Money Order, or Credit Card

Charge my G Visa; G MasterCard G Discover G AmEx #  Exp.        /       

Note: There is a $30 charge for any checks returned unpaid for any reason.  Security code                   


